in the State of Connecticut

7th Anniversary

on the occasion of the

NEWPCC

July 31, 2022, do hereby officially recognize and communique

WHEREFORE, I, Ned Lamont, Governor of the State of Connecticut, on this day of June,

the State of Connecticut has collaborated on clean water issues with other

entities through its membership in NEWPCC since 1947, now

whereas the State of Connecticut has established an Office of Water Resources and promotes the use of water resources and

limited States resources and provides its water resources; and

water act – the landmark environmental legislation that serves as the foundation for how the

House of Representatives 2022 marks the 75th anniversary since NEWPCC was established by an act of

Congress on July 31, 1947; and

House of Representatives 2022 marks the 75th anniversary since NEWPCC was established by an act of

Commission – a regional commission that helps the states of the Northeast preserve and

advance water quality; and

Commission – a regional commission that helps the states of the Northeast preserve and

by His Excellency, Ned Lamont, Governor:

State of Connecticut